Permanent dynamic transporter-mediated turnover of glutamate across the plasma membrane of presynaptic nerve terminals: arguments in favor and against.
Mechanisms for maintenance of the extracellular level of glutamate in brain tissue and its regulation still remain almost unclear, and criticism of the current paradigm of glutamate transport and homeostasis has recently appeared. The main premise for this study is the existence of a definite and non-negligible concentration of ambient glutamate between the episodes of exocytotic release in our experiments with rat brain nerve terminals (synaptosomes), despite the existence of a very potent Na+-dependent glutamate uptake. Glutamate transporter reversal is considered as the main mechanisms of glutamate release under special conditions of energy deprivation, hypoxia, hypoglycemia, brain trauma, and stroke, underlying an increase in the ambient glutamate concentration and development of excitotoxicity. In the present study, a new vision on transporter-mediated release of glutamate as one of the main mechanisms involved in the maintenance of definite concentration of ambient glutamate under normal energetical status of nerve terminals is forwarded. It has been suggested that glutamate transporters act effectively in outward direction in a non-pathological manner, and this process is thermodynamically synchronized with uptake and provides effective outward glutamate current, thereby establishing and maintaining permanent and dynamic glutamatein/glutamate(out) gradient and turnover across the plasma membrane. In this context, non-transporter tonic glutamate release by diffusion, spontaneous exocytosis, cystine-glutamate exchanger, and leakage through anion channels can be considered as a permanently added 'new' exogenous substrate using two-substrate kinetic model calculations. Permanent glutamate turnover is of value for tonic activation of post/presynaptic glutamate receptors, long-term potentiation, memory formation, etc. Counterarguments against this mechanism are also considered.